In this paper, we propose a robust tracking method based on the collaboration of a generative model and a discriminative classifier, where features are learned by shallow and deep architectures, respectively. For the generative model, we introduce a block-based incremental learning scheme, in which a local binary mask is constructed to deal with occlusion. The similarity degrees between the local patches and their corresponding subspace are integrated to formulate a more accurate global appearance model. In the discriminative model, we exploit the advances of deep learning architectures to learn generic features which are robust to both background clutters and foreground appearance variations. To this end, we first construct a discriminative training set from auxiliary video sequences. A deep classification neural network is then trained offline on this training set. Through online fine-tuning, both the hierarchical feature extractor and the classifier can be adapted to the appearance change of the target for effective online tracking. The collaboration of these two models achieves a good balance in handling occlusion and target appearance change, which are two contradictory challenging factors in * Corresponding author 
Introduction
Visual tracking has long been playing a critical role in numerous vision applications such as military surveillance, human-computer interaction, activity recognition and behavior analysis. The research in designing a robust tracker, which can well handle the challenging factors such as occlusion, illumination variation, rotation, motion blur, shape deformation and background clutter (See Figure 1) , is very attractive.
Current trackers can mainly be categorized into either generative or discriminative approaches. Generative trackers treat the tracking process as finding the candidate most similar to the target object. These methods are mostly based on templates (like [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , etc), subspace (like [8, 9] ) or inference methods (like [10, 11] ). Mei et al. [4] formulate tracking as a sparse coding problem where the target is sparsely represented by the target templates as well as the trivial ones. And in [6] , 3D articulated body pose tracking from multiple cameras are proposed to better deal with self-occlusions and pose variations. In [11] , Sabirin propose a novel spatio-temporal graphical models to simultaneously detect and track moving objects for video surveillance.
On the other hand, the discriminative trackers equate tracking as a binary classification problem in order to distinguish the target from the background (like those in [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] ). In [16] , Chu et al. utilize projected gradient to facilitate multiple kernels in finding the best match during tracking under predefined constraints. And further in [12] , a set of weak classifiers are combined into a strong one for robust visual tracking. Kalal et al. [13] propose to train a binary classifier from labeled and unlabeled examples which are iteratively corrected by employing positive and negative constraints. Furthermore, several trackers [17, 18, 19, 20] are proposed to enjoy the advantages of both generative and discriminative models with good performance. Motivated by this observation, we propose a novel collaborative model, where the generative model employs the shallow feature learning strategy to account for occlusion and the discriminative model adopts the deep feature learning strategy to effectively separate the foreground from the background.
In terms of feature learning, we use deep models to refer to networks that have more than one layer of hidden nodes, and use shallow models to refer to the rest feature learning methods with shallow architectures. Some discriminative tracking methods focus on feature representation by utilizing shallow models. The compressive tracker [21] employs a sparse random measurement matrix to extract the data independent features for the appearance model and separates the object from the background using a naive Bayes classifier. In [24] , Grabner et al. propose an online AdaBoost feature selection algorithm to adapt the classifier to the appearance change of the target. Collins et al. [25] use a feature ranking mechanism to adaptively select the top-ranked discriminative features from multiple feature spaces for tracking. In [26] , keypoint descriptors in the region of the interested object are learned online with background information being considered in the meantime. However, due to the difficulty in representing complex functions using limited samples and the restricted capability in generalizing complicated classifi- Figure 1 : Challenges during tracking in real-world environments, including heavy occlusion (woman), abrupt motion (shaking), illumination change (carDark), pose variation (bird) and complex background (board). We use blue, green, black, yellow, magenta, cyan and red rectangles to represent the tracking results of the IVT [9] , ASLA [3] , OSPT [8] , CT [21] , Struck [22] , DLT [23] and the proposed method, respectively. cation problems, the performance of shallow models in tracking scenarios is not satisfactory.
On the other hand, deep learning has been successfully introduced to several computer vision applications, such as image classification [27] , face recognition [28] and object-class segmentation [29] . Its aim is to replace the hand-crafted features with the high-level and robust features learned from raw pixel values [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] . The deep feature learning strategy demonstrates a strong capability to extract essential characteristics from massive auxiliary data by layerwisely training a deep nonlinear network. The rich invariant features learned in this way can be further employed in classification and prediction problems, and are empirically shown by our experiments to improve the accuracy and robustness of visual trackers.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We combine the shallow feature learning and deep feature learning strategy in one collaborative tracker for the first time. The shallow feature learning method, acting as a generative model, mainly accounts for occlusion, whereas the deep classification neural network, serving as a discriminative model, covers the appearance change of the target. Thus the integration of these two models enables our tracker to well handle occlusion and appearance change at the same time.
• We construct a training set containing both positive and negative image patches sampled from natural images. The deep network is first trained offline on this training set and is further fine-tuned online in the tracking process. Because of the large discriminative training set and the effective deep architecture, the offline training makes the learned generic features more robust against appearance variations and background clutter, while the online fine-tuning adapts the generic features to the specific target.
• We propose a block-based local PCA model with online update scheme to alleviate the negative effects caused by the occluded target regions.
Related work and context
Tracking methods which employ online subspace learning ( [9, 35, 36, 37] ) have demonstrated strong robustness in dealing with in-plane rotation, illumination variation and pose change. Ross et al. [9] propose an incremental learning algorithm for tracking, where drifting problem is addressed to some extent by online learning a subspace representation of the target appearance. However, it cannot deal with partial occlusion very well due to the employed global appearance model. On the other hand, part-based trackers [2, 38] are more flexible in detecting and handling noise caused by occlusion and non-rigid appearance change.
Based on these observations, we propose a part-based PCA representation scheme as the shallow online feature learning model, to handle appearance change as well as occlusion.
Recently, there has been much interest in unsupervised learning of hierarchical generative models such as deep belief networks. In [39] , Hinton et al. derive an efficient training approach for deep belief networks (DBN) which consists of a greedy layer-wise pre-training stage and a fine-tuning stage using a contrastive version of the wake-sleep algorithm. Following [39] , several improvements on DBN have been successfully applied in numerous applications [40, 41, 42] . Since the features of an object could change significantly due to various factors, a good tracker desires the generic features which can capture the essential characteristic of the foreground object. Therefore, we employ a DBN, which is trained offline using our self-built auxiliary training set, to handle drastic appearance change of the tracked object. In [23] , Wang et al. train a denoising autoencoder offline to learn generic image features and add a classification layer on top which is trained online for tracking. This work introduces deep learning into visual tracking applications for the first time and achieves good tracking results with low computational cost. The stacked denoising autoencoder is trained to recover the original images from their corrupted versions which are obtained by adding small Gaussian noise to the original images. However, the Gaussian noise assumption does not hold for visual tracking where the noise is mainly caused by occlusion and appearance change. In contrast, our work explicitly detects occlusion using the proposed part-based PCA model and excludes the negative effects of occlusion block-wisely by employing an occlusion mask, thus facilitating a more accurate appearance model. Furthermore, we add a classification layer on top of the deep belief network and train this discriminative model together offline rather than just simply train a generative deep model to extract hierarchical features. Also, we construct a large training set composed by both positive foreground samples and negative background samples to train the framework offline, which can motivate our deep classification network to learn generic and discriminative features that can separate the foreground from the background.
Bayesian interference framework
In this paper, object tracking is carried out within the Bayesian inference framework. Given the observation set of the target Y 1:t = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t } up to the t-th frame, object tracking is formulated as finding the most likely state of the target at time t by using the maximum a posteriori estimation,
where x i t represents the state of the i-th sample in the t-th frame. The posterior probability p(x t |Y 1:t ) can be inferred by the Bayesian theory as follows
where p(x t |x t−1 ) denotes the motion model and p(y t |x t ) denotes the observation model. The motion model p(x t |x t−1 ) describes the temporal relationship of the target states between two consecutive frames using an affine transformation and is approximated by a Gaussian distribution as p(
Ψ is a diagonal covariance matrix whose elements are the variances of the affine parameters. The appearance model p(y t |x t ) is defined as the similarity between the candidates and the target observations. 
where U is the subspace composed by column basis vectors, z indicates the corresponding coefficient vector and e is the noise term. The PCA model assumes that the noise is subject to Gaussian distribution with small variances. Therefore, z can be approximated byẑ = U y * , and the reconstruction error can be computed
Then, the global model can be generated from the subspace governed by
where y is the the observation image patch corresponding to the state x. Eq. 4 can appropriately describe the negative exponential distance from the corresponding image patch to the subspace, spanned by U, formed by previous target particles.
However, in practical visual tracking problem, this model is not able to handle partial occlusion well as Gaussian noise with small variances cannot model the outliers and fails to take the contiguous spatial distribution of occlusion into account. It is shown that analyzing the local image patches can promote the recognition performance against partial occlusion whose spatial support is unknown but contiguous like [43, 44] . Inspired by this, we construct a block-based local model with incremental learning. Given an observation image patch, it is first divided into sub-blocks of n × n pixels (4 × 4 blocks in our experiments). The generative score C i of the i-th block of the given candidate indicates the similarity between the i-th block and its corresponding subspace formed by previous target particles, and is defined as:
where π i denotes the i-th block of the observation and its subspace as well as its corresponding center are denoted as U i and u i , respectively. The global generative score of the observation is then defined as the sum of the generative scores of its blocks
It is worth noticing that when partial occlusion occurs, the generative scores corresponding to the occluded parts will be suppressed to be small, i.e. the occlusion bears little similarity to the target subspace and thus contributing little to the global generative score. Thus, our generative model defined in Eq. 6 can render a more accurate posterior probability by alleviating the influence of the partial occlusion.
The refined local model
To further avoid the negative impact of the occluded appearance, the proposed
, where M i indicates whether the i-th block has been occluded based on its generative score:
where δ is a fixed threshold. Then the final generative score for the i-th blockĈ i is computed as:
Taking occlusion into consideration, the final global generative score of the observation is defined asĜ
An example in Figure 2 illustrates the benefit of the occlusion mask. By adding the occlusion mask, we can observe that the observation likelihoods of the occluded blocks of the candidate are set to be zeros, which means we completely remove the negative influence from the partial occlusion. Hence, only the parts bear enough similarity to the target subspace account for the generative score, which assigns more weights on the foreground parts and leads a more accurate and more convincing generative model.
Online update
An effective online learning scheme is an essential component for our generative local model, as the appearance of the tracked target and its surrounding background may change during the tracking process. The subspace is incrementally learned by implementing the IPCA method [9] every 5 frames, in which 16 eigenvectors are maintained in each frame. In order to detect the severe occlusion, we define an occlusion rate o for each frame according to its corresponding occlusion mask M:
When sever occlusion happens, the occlusion rate o will fall below a predefined threshold χ, and we give up local model updating. 
Greedy layer-wise unsupervised pretraining
Since the appearance of an object could change significantly, we propose to learn to extract a deep hierarchical representation of the image data by employing the deep belief networks (DBN). This generative model consists of a stack of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) and can be pre-trained in a greedy layerwise unsupervised manner [39] . Each layer comprises a set of binary or realvalued units, which represent features that capture higher order correlations in the original input data. Two adjacent layers are fully connected, but units in the same layer are conditionally independent. Once training a layer of the network, a DBN can be viewed as an RBM that defines a prior over the top layer of hidden units. The parameters ξ learned by an RBM define two conditional probabilities, p(v|h, ξ) and the prior distribution over hidden vectors, p(h|ξ). Then a visible vector v can be generated with the probability:
After learning, the parameters ξ are frozen and the hidden unit values are inferred.
The probability p(v|h, ξ) is kept, and p(h|ξ) will be redefined by an improved model that treats the previous layer's activations as the training data for the next higher layer. It has been shown that the variational lower bound on the training data likelihood will increase by iteratively performing this greedy algorithm. This greedy layer-wise training approach, as being illustrated in Figure 3 , has been shown to provide a good initialization for parameters for the multilayer network.
Supervised offline training
After initializing the weights of the DBN layer-wisely using the unsupervised method, we add a sigmoid layer as a classification layer and further fine-tune the whole network based on the classification error. One noteworthy advantage of our training approach is that by making the deep network learn to separate the target from the background rather than just recovery corrupted images like [23] , we can incorporate more discriminative information into the learned generic features.
To make a trade-off between the inference speed and the final performance, we choose the network architecture 1024-256-64-16-1 (from lowest to highest) and the logistic function is used as the non-linear function in the whole network. Given
the network is trained by minimizing the sparsity constrained euclidean loss with a weight decay as follows
where W m is the weight matrix of the m-th layer; n m is the number of hidden units in the m-th layer; Θ denotes the network parameter set including the weights where i is the index of iterations; ∆ is the momentum variable; ε is the learning rate and the derivative
T is computed as the outer product of the back-propagation error e m and the output of the previous layer h m−1 . For the output layer of the network, the back-propagation error e 4 is computed as
where diag(·) is the diagonal matrix, I ∈ R K×1 denotes a column vector whose
is the output of the deep network.
For the m-th hidden layer with the logistic function, the back propagation error can be computed as
where W m+1 and e m+1 are the weight and the error of the (m + 1)-th layer; h m is the output of the m-th layer.
The online tracking process
When a new frame arrives, we draw candidates according to the particle filter approach and get the discriminative score for each candidate by making candidates pass forward the network. It is worth noticing that our computational complexity is very low as the forward propagation in each layer just need one time multiplication between the weights and the hierarchical features. We set a threshold τ to decide whether the deep network should be fine-tuned online. If the maximum confidence of all candidates is below the threshold, it indicates that the hierarchical features extracted cannot adapt to the appearance change of the target, and we fine-tune this network again. In each frame, new foreground bounding boxes are sampled to update the positive training set in order to capture new target appear-
ance. If the network should be fine-tuned, we resample the negative examples from the background at a short distance from the current tracking result. Then the online sampled positive and negative training samples are used to fine-tune the parameters.
The Collaborative model
We propose a collaborative model using both generative and discriminative model within the particle filter framework. The discriminative score based on the hierarchical features extracted by the deep classification neural network from the holistic candidates and the similarity score based on the local PCA generative model conjunctively contribute to the robustness and effectiveness of our tracker.
Given the observation y k t of the k-th candidate state x k t in the t-th frame , the collaborative score of this candidate is defined as
whereĜ k t is the global generative score for the k-th candidate computed as Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, and f Θ (y k t ) is the discriminative score generated by the deep network. We give a summary of this collaborative model in Figure 4 . The multiplicative formula is more appropriate than the alternative additive scheme in our collaborative framework. In the discriminative model, the classification scores related to negative candidates are suppressed to be small while those corresponding to positive candidates are given higher values which are close to the fine-tuning threshold.
By adding the appearance similarity, the best candidate can be decided among the screened positive candidates which only account for a small amount of the total candidates. In this sense, a good candidate must have two high scores regarding the similarity level and the classification confidence respectively in order to get a high observation likelihood. Otherwise, one small value will contribute to the suppressed final confidence. We can observe that some collaborative scores are similar to each other. This result is rational because we sample numerous candidates, and inevitably, some of them share the similar features, which leads to the similar responses to the collaborative model. The observation likelihood of y k t is then computed within the Bayesian framework by
Finally, the target state x t can be obtained by maximizing
Experiments
The proposed algorithm is implemented in MATLAB and runs at 7 frames per second on a 2.5 GHz i5-2450M Core PC with 4GB memory. The parameters except for the initial calibration are fixed in all test sequences and they are summarized as follows. We sample 5 positive training samples per frame and the positive training set has totally 50 samples. With regard to the negative training samples, we sample 100 patches if DBN should be fine-tuned online. The thresholds τ and χ are all set to 0.8 and the particle filter uses 600 particles. For offline training and online tuning, the momentum and the learning rate are set to 0.9 and 0.002 with the mini-batch size of 100 and 50, respectively. The six affine parameters are set to [6, 6 ,.01,.000,.000,.000]. Each image observation is normalized to 32 × 32 pixels and we extract 4 × 4 occlusion masks within the target region. We present some representative results in this section and more results in the supplementary material. All the MATLAB source code, dataset and supplementary material will be made available on our website (https://bitbucket.org/jingruixiaozhuang/pr2016).
Qualitative Evaluation
We use twenty-five challenging sequences for evaluation. The main challenging factors of these videos include occlusion, motion blur, pose variation, background clutter, illumination change, deformation and in-plane or out-of-plane rotation. The proposed approach is compared with thirteen state-of-the-art algorithms, including IVT [9] , L1APG [46] , MTT [47] , ASLA [3] , OSPT [8] , CT [21] , MIL [14] , Frag [2] , TLD [13] , Struck [22] , DFT [48] , CSK [49] , DLT [23] . We also add the last column "ours-D" to present the results of the proposed method with the discriminative model only to see how much the generative model contribute to the final performance. For most of the videos, we directly use the results provided by the benchmark [45] for fair evaluation. Two criteria, the center location error as well as the overlap rate, are employed in our paper for the purpose of assessing the performance of the proposed tracker. Table 1 reports the average center location errors in pixels. where a smaller average center error means a more accurate tracking result. Given the ground truth R G and the corresponding tracking result R T of each frame, we can evaluate the overlap rate by the PAS-CAL VOC [50] criterion. The score is defined as score =
. Table 2 reports the overlap rate, where larger average scores mean more accurate results.
Since dealing with occlusion is an important part of our paper, we provide detailed analysis in section 7.2. Motion Blur: We present tracking results on the sequences boy, shaking, fish in Figure 5 (e). It is rather difficult to account for the blurred target appearance due to its fast motion. As our deep discriminative model is trained to learn generic features for classification offline and adapted to the target appearance online, the classifier can exploit unchanged discriminative features extracted to better locate the target from the background.
Background Clutter: The sequences, football, mountainBike, crossing, board and dudek, which with respect to cluttered background, are reported in Figure 5 (f-g). The board sequence is challenging as the background is cluttered and the target experiences severe out-of-plane rotation. Most holistic representation based trackers fail since they are not effective in handling objects with large appearance variations and the inevitable introduction of background pixels during update results in gradually drifting. The FragTrack and the proposed algorithm are able to track the target better due to the use of local appearance models. Also, as we use the discriminative and generic features extracted by the deep belief network for classification, the target can be differentiated from the cluttered background effectively.
Rotation and Deformation: Figure 5 (h-i) shows the tracking results in the sequences with in-plane or out-of-plane rotation, including girl, bird, dog1, doll, freeman1 and david2. The girl sequence includes the challenge in terms of inplane and out-of-plane rotation. To overcome this challenge, both the positive training set and the subspace are updated online in order to capture the appearance change of the target. Also, our discriminative model can be automatically retrained when it covers large appearance change, which serve to adapt our tracking scheme to the changing target.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a collaborative model consisting of both deep and shallow modules to account for major challenging factors in visual tracking, i e. (a) faceocc1, walking and walking2 with partial occlusion.
(b) faceocc2, woman and caviar2 with heavy occlusion.
(c) car4, carDark and mhyang with illumination variation.
(d) singer1 and singer2 with light change.
(e) boy, shaking and fish with motion blur.
(f) dudek , mountainBike and crossing with cluttered background.
(g) board and football with background clutter.
(h) girl, bird and dog1 with in-plane or out-of-plane rotation.
(i) doll, freeman1 and david2 with in-plane or out-of-plane rotation.
IVT ASLA OSPT CT Struck DLT Our Figure 5 : Sample tracking results on twenty-five challenging sequences.
